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Reli-e-Marg offers a whole spectrum of software solutions for the Automobile Industry. These applications
use proven technologies (GIS/GPS/GPRS) and frameworks (.NET/SVG) for effective management of Garages
and Workshops, Vehicle Sales and Fleet/Logistics.

Effective Vehicle Sales solutions for securing efficient and profitable businesses
Features
A quick and convenient program which
allows the user to both prepare estimates
and print invoices from a single screen.
Estimates are stored for future use so
they can easily be retrieved and
reviewed. The estimates can either be
printed as an invoice or work order.
Part and service pricing is automatically
calculated as well as the final total of the
invoice. This saves time from having to
manually calculate the invoice and
prevents calculation errors.
The inventory is automatically adjusted to
reflect the parts used for each invoice.

Modules
Administrative Settings
Grant Support
Configuration
Deals
Finance
Price Calculation
Order and Proposals report generation
Trade-Ins

Administrative Settings
9 Role Administration:Associate/Dissociate roles for users.
9 User Administration:Create/delete users for the application.

Grant Support
Distributor uses this module to grant support lines for deals that
are created by salesmen.

Configuration
Provides the choice of cars accessories, basic data, discount
package for the sale of the car by salesman.

Deals
9 Deals List: Lists all available deals for viewing
9 Deals to approve: Lists all deals yet to be approved

Finance
Allow selection of suitable financial package and calculate
interest rate and EMI by the salesman for the accomplished deal.

Price Calculator
Calculation of dealer price and salesman commission.

Reports
9 Order forms.
9 Proposal forms.

Trade-in
Allows trade-in of old vehicle by invoking of external web services
for purchase of new car.
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